
MTB Adventures

Patagonia
Trails Happy Weekend BBB 4 Days Bike Tour

Friday: Arrival at Punta Arena + set up + 
city bike tour. 

Full Mountain Bike-Beer-Beef tour Punta Arenas. 
Riding time  6-8 h. Skill Level: Intermediate+/Fitness leve: Intermediate+

Arrival to Punta Arenas

Araña-ladera-CYA

Andino-Harris-Telesillas

In our �rst day, our guies will be waiting for you at your 
arrival to Punta Arenas airport. From there we will drive 
to our Hostel in a very nice area of this city. After going 
into our rooms, we will have time to mount and check 
our bikes in our workshop.
During the afternoon, we have planned a bike ride to 
visit the most interesting points in the city of Punta Arenas. 
After this experience, we get back to the hostel and after a 
warm shower, we drive to one of our selected restaurants 
in town, for our welcome dinner.   

 

Sunday: Second Punta Arenas Full Day
Andino - Harris - Telesillas 

The second riding full day we continue riding throught
Punta Arenas. We will start our ride on the way to the 
local Ski Center. Here we will enjoy riding the di�erent 
trails that we have construct there during the last years.
We will enjoy a lunch in the Ski Center snack bar.
At the end  of the day we prepare to enjoy a tasty 
and typical barbecue and a selection of the local beers.

Saturday: First Punta Arenas Full Day Ride. 
Araña - Ladera - CYA

           Our �rst full day of mountain biking. During the 
morning we will be riding immersed in a nice 
Patagonian forest. We will stop in at least 3 spots 
to appreciate el Punta Arenas from di�erent 
perspectives and thus observe the Estrecho de 
Magallanes and Tierra del Fuego in all its splendor.
In the afternoon we get back to our hostel and we 
prepare to visit our favorite restaurant to taste a 
selection of a local food and beers. Later, back in 
the hostel we �nished the day with a brie�ng for 
the next riding day. 

Transport Day

Monday: Punta Arenas to Airport

This morning is dedicated disarm and pack the 
bicycles and transporting to the airport. 
Our team will assist you all the time.
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